
New  Celebrity  Couple  David
Spade & Naya Rivera Spotted
on Dinner Date

By Noelle Downey

New celebrity couple David Spade and Naya Rivera were recently
spotted  stepping  out  to  enjoy  some  sushi  together  on  a
romantic date night, according to EOnline.com. A source close
to the couple spills, “David really likes Naya,” noting that
since the since the two began their Hollywood relationship in
Hawaii  last  month,  they’ve  “hung  out  a  couple  of  times”
although  “they  are  still  trying  to  keep  things  private.”
Despite their twenty-two year age difference, Spade and Rivera
have  plenty  in  common,  as  these  are  two  unquestionably
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successful  stars  who  both  split  their  time  between  the
spotlight and being celebrity parents.

It  looks  like  this  new  celebrity
couple is hitting it off! What are
some  unique  ways  to  get  to  know
your new partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

When it comes to dating someone new, there are tons of fun new
ways to get to know that special someone. Here are Cupid’s top
three suggestions on how to break the ice and heat things up
with your new boo:

1. Go on a daring date: Dinner and a movie is great, but why
not try something more exciting? Step out of your comfort
zones together and try something a little more uncommon. Go to
an  improv  class  together,  try  rock  climbing  or  horseback
riding or even fall for one another as you jump from a plane
in a sensational skydiving experience! Putting yourselves out
there together will bond you more quickly and give you a great
story to talk about among yourselves and with others.

Related Link: Date Ideas: Hot or Cold Nights

2. Try a brand new food: If you’re looking for something
memorable that comes with less of an adrenaline rush, why not
go for a fantastic foodie experience? Visit a new restaurant
with your partner or try a type of cuisine neither of you have
ever tasted. Feeling spicy? Order something hot! Feeling cool
and calm? Take a sip from a refreshing drink you’ve never
tried. For an added bonus to your experience, search for a
restaurant that has a unique ambience that neither of you are
familiar  with,  so  you  can  experience  the  new  environment
together!
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Related Link: Famous Restaurants: Best Diners, Drive-Ins and
Drives in Rhode Island

3. Enjoy their favorite things: Does your new cutie have a
particular movie they love to rave about? A Netflix show you
know they can’t stop binge watching? A book they refuse to put
down? Integrate yourself into their hobbies and learn more
about them by asking for them to share these things they love
with you! Swap playlists and favorite books, and take turns
hosting movie and TV nights to enjoy each other’s favorites.
It’s a fun a way to enjoy one another’s company, learn about
each other’s tastes and have a low-key date night.

This new celebrity couple is heating up this summer! What are
your favorite ways to break the ice with a new partner? Let us
know in the comments!

New  Celebrity  Couple:  Naya
Rivera  &  David  Spade  Are
Dating
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By Mallory McDonald

In recent celebrity news, Naya Rivera has moved on from her
celebrity  ex  after  her  divorce!  According  to  EOnline.com,
Rivera and David Spade are a celebrity couple. “A source tells
us that the former Glee actress and the longtime comedian have
been seeing each other for a couple of weeks now and were
trying really hard to keep things private for the time being.”
After Rivera’s divorce, her and her ex Ryan Dorsey, the two
came up with a joint statement, “After much consideration, we
have made the decision to end our marriage. Our priority is
and always will be our beautiful son that we share together.
We will continue to be great co-parenting partners for him. We
ask  for  respect  and  privacy  for  our  family  during  this
difficult time.” We hope this new couple can make each other
happy!

This new celebrity couple are doing
their  best  to  keep  their
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relationship out of the public eye.
What are some benefits to keeping
your  relationship  under  wraps  at
first?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Keeping your relationship hidden may seem sneaky or deceiving,
but in the beginning of the relationship, it can actually be a
positive. Here are some reasons why:

1. Intimacy: Sometimes keeping this private and a secret can
be fun and create a strong intimacy between you and your
partner.  You  can  enjoy  spending  time  together  and  feel
carefree like a teenager again.

Related Link: ‘Glee’ Alum Naya Rivera files for Celebrity
Divorce from Ryan Dorsey After Two Years

2. Sink or swim: In the begging of a relationship, both people
are just getting to know one another, and for a while, you
both may be unsure as to whether the relationship will sink or
swim in the long run. Keeping it private until you figure it
you  both  are  in  it  for  the  long  haul  can  stop
unnecessary  drama  from  the  people  in  both  your  lives.

Related Link: Surprise! ‘Glee’ Star Naya Rivera Will Welcome
Celebrity Baby with Husband Ryan Dorsey

3. Get to know each other: Allowing yourselves to stay out of
the public eye, can allow you and your partner to get to know
one another without anyone else’s influence. This can make
your relationship strong from the start and teach you both how
to make decisions together.

What were some reasons you kept your relationship hidden?
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Comment below! 

‘Glee’ Alum Naya Rivera Files
for  Celebrity  Divorce  from
Ryan Dorsey After Two Years

By Mallory McDonald

Afer two years of celebrity marriage, Glee alum Naya Rivera
has filed for a celebrity divorce  from Ryan Dorsey. According
to EOnline.com, the two released a statement saying, “After
much  consideration,  we  have  made  the  decision  to  end  our
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marriage. Our priority is and always will be to our beautiful
son that we share together. We will continue to be great co-
parenting partners for him. We ask for respect and privacy for
our family during this difficult time.” The court documents
have irreconcilable differences listed as Rivera’s reason for
filing for divorce. Even though the two are now celebrity
exes, the were once very happy together. Soon after they get
married, they shared with People, “We feel truly blessed to be
joined as husband and wife. Our special day was fated and
everything we could have ever asked for.”

This celebrity divorce comes after
only two years of marriage. How do
you know when divorce is the only
option?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Having  to  decide  if  you  are  ready  for  a  divorce  can  be
extremely difficult and emotionally draining. Use this advice
to help make that difficult decision:

1. Constant fighting: It is the oldest one in the book, but if
you and your partner are not able to stop fighting despite
efforts on both parts, the relationship just isn’t working
anymore and a divorce may be the best option for both of you.

Related Link: Surprise! ‘Glee’ Star Naya Rivera Will Welcome
Celebrity Baby with Husband Ryan Dorsey

2. The spark has died: The spark will fizzle out has time goes
on, it will never be the exact same as when you first started
dating. However, there are ways of keeping the spark going. If
the attraction and desire have completely gone away, this is a
good sign the marriage is over.
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Related Link: Naya Rivera Secretly Marries Ryan Dorsey on
Original Wedding Date to Big Sean

3. Dissimilarity: If you are your partner once had a lot in
common  and  found  yourself  always  sharing  conversation  and
activities  and  that  has  now  gone  away  completely,  your
relationship may have come to an end.

How did you know divorce was your only option? Comment below! 

8 Celebrity Couples Who Were
Friends First
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By Katie Gray

They say that the best relationships stem from friendship.
This is all too true for celebrity couples as well. Many
celebrity relationships started off as friendships first and
develop into more from there. This relationship advice shows
us that it’s important to communicate and establish a real
connection first.

Cupid has compiled eight celebrity
couples who were friends first:

1. Prince William & Princess Kate Middleton: It’s well-known
that this royal couple were college friends before getting
together in a relationship. The rest is history, as their
celebrity wedding aired for millions of viewers, and the birth
of their two beautiful regal celebrity babies has been widely
publicized. Long live the Royal Couple!

2. Ryan Reynolds & Blake Lively: Spotted! Actors Ryan Reynolds
and Blake Lively actually met on the set of a film and became
close friends. After that, their friendship blossomed into a
loving relationship. Who says you can’t mix business with
pleasure? The pretty pair married in a beautiful celebrity
wedding, had a celebrity baby and have another on the way! We
can’t wait to keep watching their family grow.

3. Ashton Kutcher & Mila Kunis: That 70’s Show stars Ashton
Kutcher and Mila Kunis were friends and co-stars on the hit
retro sitcom. However; they both were in relationships at the
time, so they just remained friends. Well after filming ended,
the two united as a celebrity couple, married and have a baby
daughter together. They show us that the best things in life
are worth the wait.

Related Link: Hollywood’s Most Unexpected Celebrity Couples
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4.  Jay-Z  &  Beyoncé:  Arguably  music’s  most  notable  and
memorable celebrity couple is Jay-Z and Beyoncé. They are
royalty in the music industry. They married in 2008 after
years of friendship and music collaboration. In 2012, they
welcomed their celebrity baby, Blue Ivy Carter. It’s been
noted that as of 2014, the couple have sold 300 million albums
together.

5.  Will  Smith  &  Jada  Pinkett-Smith:  We  love  it  when  our
favorite  actors  unite  and  show  us  that  a  celebrity
relationship can last. Notable actors Will Smith and Jada
Pinkett-Smith first met in 1995 during her audition for a role
on The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air. The two developed a friendship
and then married and had celebrity babies together.

6. Marcus Mumford & Carey Mulligan: Carey Mulligan is most
known for her role as Daisy Buchanan in one of the versions of
The Great Gatsby. It turns out that before she and Marcus
Mumford tied the knot in 2012, they had actually been friends
for quite some time. In fact, they were childhood pen pals.
How cute!

Related Link: 5 Celebrity Couples Who Live Modestly

7. Ryan Dorsey & Naya Rivera: Fellow actors Naya Rivera from
Glee and Ryan Dorsey married in 2014 after four years of
friendship. Their celebrity wedding was in Cabo San Lucas and
they had their son the following year.

8. Kanye West & Kim Kardashian: It’s no secret that rapper
Kanye West, always had his sight set on reality starlet Kim
Kardashian. He even says in his lyrics, “I’ll admit I had fell
in love with Kim, around the same time she had fell in love
with him.” The married couple were friends for nine years
prior to getting engaged in 2014. They are now happily married
with a daughter and a son.

Who are your favorite celebrity couples who started as friends
first? Share below!
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Secret Celebrity Weddings
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Justin Theroux and Jennifer Aniston
After a three-year engagement, this celebrity couple finally
tied the knot in a secret celebrity wedding at their Bel Air
home. They surprised their famous friends -- like Lisa Kudrow
and Ellen DeGeneres -- by claiming it was a birthday party for
Theroux. Photo: Emiley Schweich / PR Photos

Surprise!  ‘Glee’  Star  Naya
Rivera Will Welcome Celebrity
Baby with Husband Ryan Dorsey
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By Rebecca White

There’s  a  bun  in  the  oven!  Glee  star  Naya  Rivera  just
announced that she and her husband Ryan Dorsey will welcome a
celebrity baby into the world. According to UsMagazine.com,
the famous couple went to Instagram and Rivera’s website to
make the announcement. “Surprise! We’re having a baby! Ryan
and I feel so blessed and can’t wait to welcome the newest
member of our family,” the celebrity couple shared, along with
adorable throwback photos of them both as kids.

Celebrity  baby  or  not,  getting
ready  for  a  bundle  of  joy  takes
work. What are three ways you and
your  partner  can  prepare  for  the
arrival of your little one?

Cupid’s Advice:
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The  latest  celebrity  baby  news  has  us  all  excited,  but
preparing for your newborn will take some work. Here are three
ways to prepare for the arrival of your little one:

1. Talk to other moms: There are many things about childbirth
and infant care that only a veteran mom would know, so make
sure you ask a friend or family member what to expect and how
to prepare. They’ll have recommendations for everything from
what kind of crib to buy to what kind of bottles work best and
can share tips on how to keep your marriage strong post-baby. 

Related Link: Naya Rivera Secretly Marries Ryan Dorsey on
Original Wedding Date to Big Sean

2. Prepare the nursery: Make sure that you are ready to bring
your new baby into your home. Have the crib, changing table,
and glider set-up before your little one arrives. Buy some
clothes too — but not too many since you never know how big or
small your bundle of joy will be! Once they’re born, you
probably won’t have time to do these things.

Related Link: ‘Glee’ Star Naya Rivera Says She and Fiance Are
‘On the Same Page’ About Wedding Plans

3.  Pick  a  doctor:  The  best  time  to  start  looking  for  a
pediatrician is when you’re still pregnant. You want to give
yourself plenty of time to find someone who fits with your
family and also accepts your insurance. Make sure they have a
similar stance on vaccinations and medications too. Ask for
suggestions  from  your  OB/GYN  or  your  nearby  friends  and
family. This way, you’ll be ready when that first cough comes
up!

How do you prepare for the arrival of your baby? Comment
below!
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Naya Rivera Secretly Marries
Ryan  Dorsey  on  Original
Wedding Date to Big Sean

By Shannon Seibert

Not a new boyfriend, but a new husband, Naya Rivera sure has
moved quickly! Since her split from rapper Big Sean, jet three
months ago, Naya Rivera was just spotted last week vacationing
in Mexico with Ryan Dorsey. Little did we know that the trip
was not just a vacation. The couple tied the knot July 19th,
the same date set for her a Big Sean’s wedding! Incidentally,
the 19th is also Dorsey’s birthday, only adding to the joy of
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the  date.  Rivera  had  kept  much  under  wraps  about  her
relationship,  and  now  marriage,  to  Dorsey.  According  to
UsMagazine.com, the beautiful bride also invested in the same
hair stylist as Kim Kardashian, undoubtedly she looked her
best for her special day.

How do you decide the day on which to tie the knot?

Cupid’s Advice: 

Selecting a wedding date may not seem like a huge deal, but
it’s actually a defining process. There are so many factors to
consider into picking your special day, it can actually be a
little stressful. Relax and take a deep breath before taking
these three major factors into consideration for choosing your
newest anniversary date:

1. Time of year: Weather, holidays, and work schedules are all
things to consider when planning a wedding. June may be too
hot, December too chilly, too close to Christmas, or even too
hot depending on your side of the globe. Nevertheless, you
want to pick your perfect day based on your preferences. If
you’re in a  time crunch, then you’ll have to make some quick
decisions. Weekend or weekday? All day or partial day? So many
decisions that are all yours to make, so choose wisely.

Related: New Couple? Naya Rivera Vacations with Ryan Dorsey

2. Personal significance: Every couple has certain dates that
mean more to them than others. If your dating-anniversary is
coming  up,  that  may  be  a  cool  idea  for  a  wedding  date.
However, some couples like to spread out their meaningful
dates throughout the year, so picking a wedding date that
isn’t too similar to other important occasions may seem more
appealing. Talk to your partner about his preferences and
select a date that will forever leave a mark on your hearts.

Related: Rumor: Are Charlize Theron and Sean Penn Engaged?
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3. Location: Single handedly one of the most important points
of the wedding is the venue. If you’re planning to be wed on a
beach, you don’t want snow falling around you, just as you
wouldn’t want to have an outside wedding and then a torrential
downpour  make  and  appearance.  Be  sure  to  strategize  your
location  based  on  your  needs  as  a  bride,  and  always  be
prepared for any type of weather or surprise that may come
your way.

How did you know what day was that perfect wedding date? Share
your stories with us in the comments below!

New  Couple?  Naya  Rivera
Vacations with Ryan Dorsey
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By Laura Seaman

It looks like Naya Rivera has a new boyfriend! She was seen
with actor Ryan Dorsey on a trip to Los Cabos, Mexico. Rivera
was showing off her bikini body as her man got a photo of her
by the pool. The couple also enjoyed a nice horseback ride on
the coast and took a few more photos together. All of this is
after  Rivera’s  former  fiancé,  Big  Sean,  called  off  their
engagement  in  April  only  six  months  after  proposing.  Big
Sean’s rep told UsMagazine.com that “Sean wished Naya nothing
but the best and it is still his hope that they can continue
to work through their issue privately.”

How  do  you  know  that  your  new  relationship  isn’t  just  a
rebound?

Cupid’s Advice:

It can be hard to get over heartbreak and truly open your
heart  up  to  another  partner.  When  you  do  find  another
relationship, how can you know that you’ve truly moved on and
haven’t just started dating this person as a rebound? Cupid
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has some advice for you.

1. Date them because you like them, not because you want to
date. This is a common problem when you start to date again.
You need to ask yourself if you truly like this person or if
you just like having them around as a partner to fill the hole
your last partner left. If you can’t honestly answer that
question correctly, maybe you shouldn’t keep the relationship
going.

Related: Lea Michele Kisses New Boyfriend on Boat in Italy

2.  Ask  yourself  if  you  could  be  happy  without  them.  As
important as it is to be happy with your new partner, you need
to ask yourself if you could be happy as a single person. If
not,  maybe  you  need  to  learn  how  to  be  away  from  a
relationship  before  taking  your  new  one  too  far.

Related: Penn Badgley and Domino Kirke Sport Jorts on NYC Date
Night

3. Think about why you’re dating them. This might seem like
the  obvious  way  to  go,  but  sometimes  the  answer  to  this
question isn’t very clear. Are you really dating them just to
show off how much you’ve moved on? Or to get back at your ex?
These are reasons showing that you clearly haven’t moved on,
and if your answer to that important ‘why’ question isn’t
“because  I  really  like  my  partner,”  then  yes,  this  is  a
rebound relationship.

Have you ever been in a rebound relationship? How did you
know? Tell us in the comments!
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‘Glee’ Star Naya Rivera Says
She and Fiance Are ‘On the
Same  Page’  About  Wedding
Plans

By April Littleton

Wedding plans for Glee star Naya Rivera and Big Sean seem to
be going very smoothly. “At the end of the day, he knows
‘happy wife, happy life!’ Rivera told People. “So, he’s kind
of like, ‘Whatever you want, babe!'”

What  are  some  ways  to  compromise  with  your  partner  about
wedding plans?
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Cupid’s Advice:

Your big day is slowly approaching, but there are still so
many details left untouched. You and your significant other
can’t seem to agree on much these days and it’s not from lack
of trying. Don’t worry, Cupid is here to help:

1. Share ideas: Let your significant other what you have in
mind for your wedding and vice versa. Once all ideas are out
on the table, try to find a way to combine the two to make
something new and unique. If mixing plans isn’t what you’re
looking for, maybe the two of you can think about what you’re
willing to give up. For example, your partner might want fresh
flowers, while you could settle for artificial.

Related: ‘Family Ties’ Star Meredith Baxter Ties the Knot

2. What’s important: When you and your partner end up in an
argument about the details of the wedding, think about what’s
really important. At the end of the day, the marriage you have
with your significant other is what counts not the wedding.
Yes, you still want to be able to look back and have fond
memories of your reception and ceremony, but do you really
think 10 years from now you’ll still be upset over what flavor
your wedding cake was?

Related: Christian Slater Marries Brittany Lopez

3. Keep an open mind: You might not be a fan of your honey’s
ideas for the reception and ceremony, but keep in mind that
it’s their wedding too. When your family and friends come to
your wedding, they should be able to recognize the elements
you incorporated and what your partner chose as well.

How did you compromise with your partner about wedding plans?
Share your experience below.

http://cupidspulse.com/family-ties-meredith-baxter-marries/
http://cupidspulse.com/christian-slater-marries-brittany-lopez/


Naya  Rivera  Keys  Mark
Salling’s Car

Glee co-stars Naya Rivera and Mark Salling may have hit a
rocky  point  in  their  relationship.   Rivera,  outraged  at
Salling’s  summertime  partying  with  other  women,  reportedly
egged and keyed Salling’s car.  Though the couple were not
officially together, they did go on several dates and have
been  romantically  linked  for  the  past  couple  months.   An
insider told US Weekly that Rivera “went crazy when she read
about other girls.”  Rivera reportedly gathered some pals and
“trashed his Lexus.”  Salling’s friends also defended him to
US Weekly.  Samantha Marq explained, “He’s on top of the world

https://cupidspulse.com/3907/naya-rivera-keys-mark-sallings-car/
https://cupidspulse.com/3907/naya-rivera-keys-mark-sallings-car/
http://www.usmagazine.com/moviestvmusic/news/salling-and-rivera-flash-2010258


right now and living it up…it’s hard to call it infidelity
when they weren’t officially together!”

How can you tell if you’re with a jealous partner?

Cupid’s Advice:

1. Test him: Try being friendly with the waiter, wearing a
revealing dress in public or admitting your crush on George
Clooney.  If these actions bother him, then he is the jealous
type.

2. Proximity: Next time you talk to a guy, try seeing if your
partner gets closer to you or is more touchy.  His apparent
need to hold your hand or put his hand on your waist should
clue you in to his jealousy.

3. Ask your friends: Many times your friends can see things
that you can’t.  Chances are that they have been able to pick
up on his jealousy-prone behavior if it’s there.


